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hink youcan goit alone in
starting a business? Think
again. We're not saying you

musthavea cofounder, but you do

need other people. More important,

yourbusiness needs other people. In

fact, other people—a supplier who

can provide raw materials youneed,
a customer who’s interested in what
youhaveto offer, an acquaintance
whointroducesyouto newpotential
partners—mayendup having a

more profound impacton your
venture than you'd everimagine.

We'vedescribed howtheeffectual
logic that guides expert

entrepreneursturnstraditional
causal businesslogic onits head.

This is certainly true whenit comes

to partnerships. Whatdistinguishes

effectual partnerships from causal

partnershipsis the belief that those

whochoose to engage with the

venture in some way, those whoself-

selectintoit, ultimately make the

venture whatitis.

If you start with certain goals in
mind,as causal thinkers do, you
select partners who help achieve
them. The venturewill dictate the
partnerships. Butif instead youstart

with a given set of means—who you

are, what you know, who you
know—andlet various ends emerge,
the partnershipscreate the venture.
You'll see a partner as someonewith

another set of meansto add to the
mix, someone who mayend up
transforming the venture in a way
you couldnot anticipate. You'll

thinkof a partner not as a partner

but as a stakeholder.  
 



 

 

THE CRAZY QUILT PRINCIPLE

The effectual process involves

interacting with any andall

stakeholders willing to make actual
commitments to the project, even

though someinteractions mayresult
in commitments while others may
not.

THE PATCHWORK QUILT
AND THE PUZZLE

Metaphorically, we contrasteffectual
and causal approachesusing the

image ofa quilt anda jigsaw puzzle.
Making a patchwork quilt differs
from putting together a puzzle in at
least four ways:

e Unlike the puzzle solver, the
quilter determines the pattern.

Even whenhe beginswith a
basket of random patches, he

can choosewhichpatches to use
and juxtapose them in a way
thatis personally pleasing and

 

   

  

Research Roots

THE INTERSUBJECTIVE

For hundredsof years, philosophers have argued about whether we

see the world objectively (fact-based and measurable) or subjectively
(interpreted or perceived). But recently, Donald Davidson (2001) |
proposed a third alternative—that we see the world intersubjectively. |
What he meansbythis is thatit is nearly impossible to observe
anything in isolation and that as human beings we makesenseof the
world by developing shared understandings. The conceptof the

intersubjective acknowledges that we are deeply social beings, and

whenprojected onto the problem of starting new ventures, it explains

why partnerships, particularly effectual partnerships, are so important.

meaningful. A puzzle can come

together in only one way.
Large quilting projects are \ Leesa
usually communal: a good
quilter works with others who
bring their ownbaskets of
patchesalong with their tastes
andtalents. In the process, the
quilter must decide who to work

with and why, managevarious
coordination issues, and deal

with the unexpected. The puzzle

solver may work with others, ound is that e
but this means only that the ly enabled by these new
puzzle may cometogether more un

quickly, not thatit will be veh
transformedin any wayby the busines

contributions of others. outcome of
The uncertainty ofwhat the was t
quilt will look like whenit is means an entrepreneur has:

done, is resolved one

commitmentat a time. Whether
it is the quilter making a ntrepreneurs had to adopt

decision, or a group that decides ommunityorientation and
ona color scheme,a stitch or a idher
border, unlimited possibilities

are gradually managed downto
a finished result.
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EFFECTUATION IN-ACTION

 

e The quilt must be not only

pleasing and meaningful, but
also useful and valuable—
ultimately, it has to keep human

bodies warm or embodytheir
aesthetics. The puzzle just needs

to get finished;all the pieces

mustbe in place. The completed
picture maybepleasing to look

at, butit serves no other
purpose.

Aneffectual logic for building a new
firm or a new organization or any

type of collaborative institution

incorporates similar subjective,

intersubjective and objective

elements that make it more
analogousto stitching togethera

patchworkquilt than solving a
jigsaw puzzle.

HOW EFFECTUAL
PARTNERSHIPS HAPPEN

Oncethe entrepreneur has taken

stock of her meansandaffordable

loss, she starts to reach out to other

people to obtain advice, inputs,

knowledge or help. We termthis
“the ask” and devotethe entire next
chapterto it becauseit is such a

central part of effectuation. It is also

one ofthe activities where new

entrepreneurs have the most

difficulty. Based on who she knows,
potential stakeholders could be

friends, family, work colleagues or
random people she meets in the
course ofdaily life. As she finds
people who wantto participate in

the effort to build something(at this

point, the “something” may be

vague or concrete, butit is always

opento discussion), she moves

toward obtaining commitments

from the people sheinteracts with.

What counts hereis the willingness
of stakeholders to committo the
construction process—nottheirfit
or alignmentwith some
preconceived vision or opportunity.

Each person whoconcretely stakes

something to come onboard
contributes to shaping the
opportunity. As you read the story
of how Anil Parajuli (Practically
Speaking, this chapter) blurs the

distinction between doctors,
tourists, and clients to bring

together the stakeholders who run
Himalayan Health Care, youwill
begin to get a flavor for the kinds of
creative combinations that emerge.

Whatevereach stakeholder commits

becomesa patch in a growing quilt

whosepattern becomes meaningful

only through the continual
interactionthat brings new
stakeholders onboard.In other

words, stakeholders commit

resourcesin exchange for a chance

to re-shapethe goals of the project

andinfluencethe future thatwill
ultimately result.

Thus, the process ofinteracting with

stakeholders has two contrasting
effects: On the one hand, with each

newpartner, the meansof the

ventureincrease (again, weare not

talking only aboutfinancial means),

enabling newpossibilities. On the
other hand, as commitments
accumulate, the goal of the venture

crystallizes and the direction

becomes morespecific.

At somepoint, stakeholder
acquisition ends, and there is no

more room for negotiating and

maneuvering the shape of whatwill
be created. Asthe structures of the
marketbeginto take visible shape
andconsistent information becomes
available, decision-makingnaturally
shifts from a focus on control and
shaping the venture, to one that
makes increasinguseofprediction
in operating the venture.

As webeginto bringthis all
together,it is useful to see that the

interactions betweeneffectual
stakeholderpartners are based on

the other three mainprinciples of
effectuation:

e Each stakeholder brings new

meansto the venture (Means).

Eachinteraction seeks to

combineindividuals and their

various meansto create
something novel andvaluable.
In this way, the entrepreneur
andthe stakeholderselect each
other.

e Each stakeholderstrives to
invest only what he or she can

afford to lose (Affordable

Loss). Sinceit is not clear at the

early stages ofthe effectual

process whatthepie will be, let
alone how mucheachpiecewill

be worth, stakeholders cannot
effectively use expected return
as their immediatecriterion for

deciding whatresourcesto

invest. Instead, stakeholders

have to reconcile within their

own minds whetherthey can

live with the loss of what they
are contributing to the

enterprise. Here,as well, the
selection process goes both

ways.
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Research Roots

MARKETSARE CO-CREATED

Explanations for how markets comeinto existence cover the entire

field of social studies from psychology and sociology to economics and
marketing. However, noneof these fields agree or offer a

comprehensive explanation for the generation of new markets:

In the field of marketing, some researchers have started to adopt the

view we use in this book, which is that markets are co-created by

supplier and consumerinteractions. Vargo and Lusch (2004: 1—17)

propose that in developed economies most markets are for services,

not products, and that products be viewed as valuable for the services

they provide. In either case, the value of the services provided is

realized by customers interacting with the service. The ultimate point
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Therefore, there is no such thing asfirms creating value without
interaction with customers. Markets have two active sides to th
they are co-created.

e Every interaction contains

unexpected contingencies

(Surprise). Ifyou don’t allow

contingenciesto influence your

venture, you end up with purely

transactionalrelationships aimed

at reaching a predetermined goal.

Contingencies don’t only
underminethe value of current
meansin achieving given goals;
they also provide opportunities to
create new value through those
meansin pursuit ofnew goals.

If your takeaway from readingthis
chaptersofaris that effectual
partnerships encourage you and

yourventure to go in directions you

couldn’t have possibly imagined
when youstarted,that’s good.
Effectuation does notseekto find a
single optimalsolution. Instead, you

and yourpartners create a new
venturethatis the result of sufficient
conditions as opposedto necessary

conditions—onethatis the right
ventureforall of you.

BI-DIRECTIONAL
PERSUASION

Working in an uncertain

environment,with a productor

service thatis yet to be defined, you
have to be persuasive—and—beable

 
to be persuaded.In talking about
being persuasive, we don’t mean
that you haveto bea sales shark.
Andintalking about being able to
be persuaded, we don’t mean either
that you should be wishy-washy,
vagueoropinion-free.

Whatwe do meanis that if you can’t
convince anyone to work andcreate

with you—beit potential customers,
suppliers, etc.—then you have no

business. Being persuadable so you
can co-create with others is
important as well.

Creation, then,is the outcome of

interaction between stakeholders.

 



  

 

 



CREATING MARKETS
THROUGH PARTNERSHIPS

Effectuation emphasizes
commitments fromstakeholders

as a way to manage, reduce, and/or

eliminate uncertainty in the

environment. Each committed

stakeholder expands the means

 

available to the venture, making the

venture more viable. And each

committedstakeholdersteers the

conceptofthe ventureto one that

morepeople have bought into—

increasing the likelihood that the
ideais one that presents good
validity.

Partners can comein different

shapes and forms—whatmattersis

that they commit to a future in

whichtheyall find a stake, and they

influence one another’s ideas about

whatshape thatventure shouldtake.

In aneffectual partnership, what

mattersis thatall parties find

somethingin it for them.
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Butthe result created something new

for both parties, something beneficial

to both, and something neither could
have created ontheir own.

Getting started on building a

stakeholder commitmentcould be

the hardest part. Once the

conversation has begun, the
possibilities begin to unfold.

TAKEAWAY: BUY-IN IS

Weclose this chapter with a
practical answerto the philosophical

question of how youthink aboutthe
effectual interaction. The answer is

simply that buy-in is better than

sellin’. In other words,effectual
interaction comestogether at

commitment.So asniceasit is to

have someone whoiswilling to

makea transaction with you, what

youreally wantis that concrete and

rational commitmentto co-creating
an idea with you.

So What?

Partners self-select into new ventures and commitdifferent means to

the effort. Without commitments, you don't have a partner; you have
merely a potential partner. Committed stakeholders co-create ventures

that don't always look like the original venture you had in mind. You
influence them, and they influence you.

 

What Now?

Time for some personal reflection:

BB Are you persuadable, willing to reshape your venture with partners

in order to gain their commitmentto it?

What are youunwilling to change? Why?

What potential partners wouldlike to see you succeed? Why?

How,specifically, will you know if potential partners are actually

committed to the relationship in some way?

Now... go andtalk with potential partners. What wouldit take

for themto commit to working with you?

  


